Dates of the exam:

• Exams:
  • 6/6 \textbf{officially (in Uniweb)} the exam starts at 12.30 in Room Oe
    \textbf{in practice:} Written question: 9.00 – 10.00 (Room ICH1)
    Oral questions: from 11.15 to 12.15 (Room RH03)
    from 12.30 to 14.00 (Room Oe)
    from 14.30 to 16.00 (Room Ne)
  • 20/6 morning: Room Catullo (official exam)
  • 27/6 morning: Room M6 (official exam of Energy & Buildings)
  • 14/7 morning: Room De (official exam)

• Reports
They should be uploaded in Moodle
  - either the 13/6 for the exams given in June
  - or the 7/7 for the exams given in July